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“Go to Paris! Go to Paris!”
Zhang Ruogu, 1936 1
Shanghai has been known as “the Paris of the East” since the beginning of the last century 
because of its exciting nightlife, cosmopolitan atmosphere and splendid urban landscape. However, 
in 1927, a young Shanghai writer was not satisfied with staying in “the Paris of the East”; going 
to Paris became his dream during his time as a student fascinated by French literature at Aurore 
University, located in Shanghai’s French Concession. Zhang Ruogu 張 若 谷 (1905-1967), now 
known primarily as an urban writer,2 began his literary career by translating and commenting on 
French literature in newspapers and journals and subsequently published several urban stories. 
He was also an active advocate of urban life and played an important role in the introduction of 
the ideas of the French-style café gathering and European cultural trends. Zhang Ruogu’s literary 
activities, his admiration of French literature and culture, and his works inspired by the French 
literary works that he admired or translated, are the focus of investigation of this paper. From Paris 
to Shanghai and from 19th-century French literature to urban stories of Shanghai of the 1930s, 
these literary trends and works advanced through a process of translation and interpretation. What 
occurred during this translation and interpretation process? How does this examination aid us in 
understanding Zhang Ruogu’s own work and modern Chinese literature?
This paper addresses Zhang Ruogu’s translations, adaptations and interpretations of French 
literature as well as his own literary works. I consider Zhang’s literary activities to reflect the 
transculturation that occurred in the 1930s Shanghai, which was a “contact zone.” According 
to Mary Louise Pratt, a contact zone is a “social space where disparate cultures meet, clash and 
grapple with each other,”3 and transculturation is a phenomenon that emerges from a contact 
zone.4 During the challenging era of transformation from the late Qing period to the 1930s, 
Shanghai was often referred to as the most prosperous city in China as well as the centre of the 
1　 Zhang Ruogu, You Ou lieqi yinxiang ji 遊歐獵奇印象記 [The Novelty Seeking Impression of Traveling to the 
Europe] (Shanghai 上海 : Zhonghua shuju 中華書局 , 1936), 138.
2　 Zhang Ruogu is sometimes mentioned in previous research about Shanghai’s urban literature and is considered 
a representative of urban writers at the time. See Su Xuelin 蘇雪林 , Ersanshiniandai zuojia ji zuopin 二三十
年代作家及作品 [Writers and Writings in the 1920s and 1930s](Taipei 臺北 : Chunwenxue chubanshe 純文
學出版社 , 1983), 447.
3　 Mary Louise Pratt, Imperial Eyes: Travel Writing and Transculturation (London: Routledge, 1992), 7.
4　 Ibid.
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Chinese publishing market and cultural business.5 The Shanghai International Settlement and 
French Concession promoted the development of urban culture and provided a relatively free 
space for people to put their ideas into practice, although the prosperity of the city was sustained 
under the pressure of war and was viewed in terms of the perceived shame of enclaves. As Henrich 
Otmar Fruehauf notes, in the 1930s, Shanghai can be considered the cultural laboratory of 
China.6 Different types of philosophy, art, literature, and even popular entertainment cultures 
were translated, represented, and received in the city.7 The city also provided the young generation 
with  opportunities to encounter global cultural trends, which were facilitated by a gradually 
expanding global network of communication and information flow since the mid-19th century.8 
Zhang Ruogu’s literary activities occurred within this cultural context and against this historical 
background. His translation and interpretation of French literature and his own literary works in 
the 1930s Shanghai can be considered as textual interactions and transculturation at a transcultural 
site9 within the context of global cultural flow and illustrate how the development of printing 
culture and media and the growth of urban cultural spaces enabled this journey. This paper focuses 
on explicating the transcultural practice and creative transformation in Zhang Ruogu’s literary 
5　 The literary world in the 1900s and 1930s was, by all measures, thriving. The publishing industry was growing 
rapidly. Shanghai produced 90% of all published books in China. The active members of this flourishing 
market produced more than 600 magazines, newspapers and tabloids. See Xu Xueyun 徐雪筠 ed., Shanghai 
jindai shehui jingji fazhan gaikuang 1882-1931 上 海 近 代 社 會 經 濟 發 展 概 況（1882-1931）[Shanghai 
Modern Society and Economy Development 1882-1931](Shanghai 上海 : Shanghai shehui kexueyuan chubanshe
上海社會科學院出版社 , 1985), 241.
6　 Heinrich Fruehauf, “Urban Exoticism in Modern and Contemporary Chinese Literature,” in From May Fourth 
to June Fourth: Fiction and Film in Twentieth Century China, eds., Ellen Widmer and David Der-Wei Wang 
(Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 1993), 136.
7　 Leo Ou-fan Lee and Andrew J. Nathan, “The Beginnings of Mass Culture: Journalism and Fiction in the Late 
Ch’ing and Beyond”, in Popular Culture in Late Imperial China, ed., David Johnson, Andrew J. Nathan, and 
Evelyn S. Rawski. (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1985), 370-73.
8　 John Thompson suggested that what we call “globalization” can be traced to the mid-19th century and the 
early 20th century, when the network of communication had become relatively global. See John Thompson, 
The Media and Modernity: A Social Theory of the Media (Cambridge: Polity, 1995), 4.
9　 In 1940, Cuban ethnographer Fernando Ortiz coined the term “transculturation” for anthropological research. 
Ortiz notes, “Transculturation emphasized the process of passing from one culture to another.” Uruguayan 
critic Ángel Rama applied the concept to Latin American literature. This concept was used in an attempt to 
explain the way in which some Latin American authors incorporate diverse elements in their work of popular, 
rural, and indigenous cultures, and adopting and adapting the literary techniques from the European and US 
literature. See Ángel Rama, Writing across Cultures: Narrative Transculturation in Latin America, trans. David 
Frye (Durham: Duke University Press, 2012), XV.
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works, views Zhang Ruogu as an individual transculturation practitioner from the perspective that 
Peng Hsiao-yen 彭小妍 notes in her research about Shanghai dandyism in the 1930s, “those artists 
who perform on the transcultural site, whose personal agency transforms elements from both sides 
of the divide.”10 
By examining Zhang Ruogu’s works inspired by or associated with French literature, this 
paper categorizes Zhang Ruogu’s works as not only a case of literary influence but also a personal 
agency of transcultural phenomenon. Previous studies of urban Shanghai culture lack thorough 
research on Zhang Ruogu’s literary activities and lifestyle. However, from the perspective of 
transculturation, his literary activities, his admiration of French culture, and his works inspired by 
the French literature that he respected or translated, suggest that Zhang Ruogu is a good case for 
the investigation of not only the urban writing of Chinese literature but also textual contact in the 
1930s Shanghai, as well as the development of modern Chinese literature. This study also reveals 
Zhang Ruogu’s aspiration to use literature to refresh local cultural canons and, more importantly, 
to accelerate the development of modern literature and even the development of modern nation. I 
shall illustrate how this appeals to the allure of the modern affects Zhang Ruogu’s translation and 
interpretations of French literature. 
This paper is divided into three sections. First, it describes the urban environment of the 
1930s Shanghai and Zhang Ruogu’s urban lifestyle. Second, it examines Zhang Ruogu’s translation 
of French literature by comparing different texts in terms of the perspective that translation can 
be viewed as a type of transculturation. This paper also analyzes the allegories hidden within 
the characters and plot arrangements of Zhang Ruogu’s works, particularly his novelette Duhui 
jiaoxiangqu 都會交響曲 (Urban Symphony), to investigate the connection between his translations 
and his reshaping of Shanghai urban stories. Third, this paper looks at Zhang Ruogu’s literary 
criticism of French literature and the effects he attempted to create therein. The specific aspects of 
French literature that he represented in his work reflect his own aspirations for modern Chinese 
culture. 
10　 See Peng Hsiao-yen, Dandyism and Transcultural Modernity: The Dandy, the Flâneur, and the Translator in 
1930s Shanghai, Tokyo, and Paris (New York: Routledge, 2010), xi. Peng argued that personal agency is always 
possible through uneven positions by borrowing the point of view of poststructuralists, especially Foucault. 
Foucault accentuated the “practice of freedom” of individuals because they also try to explore a space for cre-
ative transformation through these processes.
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The Aroma of France at the French Concession of the 1930s Shanghai
Before Zhang Ruogu became known as an active translator and lover of French literature, he 
had never been to Europe. According to his memoir, his understanding of and interest in French 
literature can be traced to his frequent access with cultural contact at the french concession of the 
1930s Shanghai. 
The Shanghai French Concession developed into the premier residential area of Shanghai 
after its establishment in 1884.11 The French Concession is famous for its exotic environment, 
which attracted residents of various nationalities who contributed to the cosmopolitan urban 
atmosphere of the city. It also gave the impression of being a cultural spot.12 The special conditions 
in the Concession allowed European culture to be accessible in Shanghai. Different types of 
cultural activities, such as exhibitions and concerts, emerged in Shanghai as a result of the 
increasing numbers of Western inhabitants and the promotion of the French Council.13 Cultural 
products and trends from Europe could be consumed easily in the Concession due to its global 
network of communication and information flow. All of these aspects facilitated contact with 
European culture for local readers and writers. As Zhang Ruogu recalled, “In general, people who 
live in Shanghai, the sixth biggest city in the world, can enjoy an exotic life freely.”14 
Zhang Rougu was born and grew up near the city and began learning French at a Catholic 
school at the french concession when he was very young. He was also a religious Catholic himself. 
He received education in French literature from teachers at a Catholic high school and Aurora 
University.15 Both institutions were founded by Jesuits and provided literary courses covering 
11　 The French Concession was established in 1849 and covered the north-eastern part of today’s Xuhui District 
and Luwan District, occupying the centre, south, and west portions of urban Shanghai. See Ch.B. Maybon 
and Jean Fredet, Shanghaifazujieshi 上海法租界史 [The History of the French Concession in Shanghai], trans., 
Ni Jinglan (Shanghai: Shanghai shehuikexue chubanshe 上海社會科學出版社 , 2007), 12-39.
12　 Leo Ou-fan Lee, Shanghai Modern: The Flowering of a New Urban Culture in China, 1930-1945 (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1999), 18.
13　 The French highly respect culture and intentionally promoted Francophone flow in the Concession by 
establishing an association with French culture, organizing concerts and exhibitions, and inviting celebrities 
to give speeches. These French cultural activities were welcomed. See Xiong Yuezhi 熊月之 , Ma Xueqiang 
馬學強 eds., Shanghai de waiguoren 上海的外國人 [Foreigners in Shanghai] (Shanghai 上海：Shanghai guji 
chubanshe 上海古籍出版社 , 2003), 113.
14　 Zhang Ruogu, Yiguo qingdiao 異國情調 [Exoticism](Shanghai 上海 : Shijie shuju 世界書局 , 1928), 8.
15　 The Aurora University was a preeminent Catholic university in Shanghai from 1903 to 1952, founded by 
Father Joseph Ma Xiangbo S.J. (1840-1939) and French Jesuits in 1903.
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authors from Molière to Victor Hugo. Zhang’s memoir states that he read a large amount of 
Chinese literature when he was a child, but his interests shifted from to French literature soon after 
taking these courses.16 
In addition to the education in French literature, Zhang was influenced by the translation 
of French literature and the cross-cultural current produced by enthusiastic readers of French 
literature at the time. Chinese translations of French literature have outnumbered other 
translations from the late Qing period to the early Republican times.17 Chinese students who 
studied the practical elements of Western civilization in France began to grow in number in the 
beginning of the 20th century.18 While pursuing their studies, many became engrossed in the ideas 
that were circulating and became attracted to Western offerings. They introduced these ideas to 
China through the developing print markets. The journal Shaonian zhongguo 少 年 中 國 (Youth 
in China) is a good example. Li Huang 李璜 , Zhou Taixuan 周太玄 , and other students who 
studied in Europe published several special issues of the journal to introduce the piorneering 
French literature and art in the 1910s.19 Xu Beihong 徐悲鴻 organized his own art association in 
France that was devoted to the introduction of new art concepts to China.20 Hua Lin 華林 and 
Zeng Zhongming 曾仲鳴 aimed to publish journals and books about French literature and art in 
the 1930s.21 
Sharing the idea that Western thoughts of literature and culture could help to shape modern 
16　 Zhang Ruogu, Wenxue shenghuo 文 學 生 活 [Literary Life] (Shanghai 上 海 : Jinwu shudian 金 屋 書 店 , 
1928), 33。
17　 See Han Yiyu 韓一宇 , Qingmuominchu hanyi faguo wenxue yanjiu 1897-1916 清末民初漢譯法國文學研
究 1897-1916 [Chinese Translation of French Literature in Late Qing and the Early Republican Period, 1897-
1916](Beijing 北京 : Zhongguo shehui kexue chubanshe, 中國社會科學出版社 , 2008), 1. Also see Perry 
Link, Mandarin Ducks and Butterflies: Popular Fiction in Early Twentieth Century Chinese Cities (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1981), 135.  
18　 The most significant movement, the Work-Study Program in France, started in the 1910s. More than 1600 
students were sent to France in the last several years. Deng Xiaoping 鄧小平 and Zhou Enlai 周恩來 , the 
leaders of Chinese Communist Party, might be the most well-known of these students.    
19　 See Peng Jianhua 彭建華 , Xiandai Zhongguo de Faguo wenxue jieshou 現代中國的法國文學接受 [The 
Acceptation of French Literature in Modern China] (Beijing 北京 : Zhongguo shuji chubanshe, 中國書籍出版
社 , 2008), 1-4.
20　 See Jiang Biwei 蔣碧薇 , Jiang Biwei huiyilu 蔣碧薇回憶錄 [Memories of Jiang Biwei] (Shanghai: Xuelin 
chubanshe 學林出版社 , 2002), 42.
21　 French literature and art were common topics that published in the journals that Hua Lin 華林 and Zeng 
Zhongming 曾仲鳴 edited, such as Nanhua wenyi 南華文藝 [Nanhua Art and Literature], Gongxian 貢獻 
[Contribution], Yi Feng 藝風 [Art Wind], all published in the 1930s. 
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Chinese culture, some young Chinese intellectuals at that time appeared to consider Western 
literature and culture a symbol of enlightenment and liberation that represented their dreams of 
civilization. Zhang was no exception. He presented in his own works an image of France as the 
aesthetic paradise of the West and the spirit of European culture, and Paris was considered the capital 
of art and culture where he would eventually arrive. In fact, this image of Paris was not limited to 
Chinese writers; Paris was also an icon for people who loved art and literature around the world in 
the early period of 20th century. This cross-border cultural quest, the desire to search for beauty 
and the Bohemian life in France can also be observed in some American writers’ memoirs during 
the early period of the last century.22
The rapid cultural flow in cosmopolitan Shanghai also allowed Zhang Ruogu to maintain 
constant contact with French literature although he had not yet been abroad when he began 
to develop his literary reputation. During the 1930s, French literature was readily accessible in 
Chinese translation, and many Chinese readers read French novels, poems, and short stories as 
quickly as they became available. Shi Zhicun 施蟄存 notes that books circulated rapidly at that 
time through several bookstores at the French Concession. They provided opportunities to obtain 
up-to-date information about Europe, Japan, and the United States. Shi Zhicun described these 
bookstores as follows:  
  
There were two English bookstores on Sichuan Road, a French bookstore on Huaihai Road, a 
Japanese bookstore at Hongkou, and some bookshops where foreign magazines were available. I can 
read new books every month, read new magazines every day in those bookstores. The cultural flow in 
Shanghai stayed current with the world.23     
Similarly, a Japanese visitor made the following observations of bookstores he visited in 1930s 
Shanghai: 
Shanghai is a city of openness; people can read the newest books that reflect current Western 
culture to understand new trends in the world immediately. People can also watch Hollywood movies 
that we cannot watch in Japan!24 
22　 Robert McAlmon, Kay Boyle, Being Geniuses Together, 1920-1930 (Baltimore: John Hopkins University 
Press, 1997). Hugh Ford, Four Lives in Paris (San Francisco: North Point Press, 1987).
23　 Zhang Ying 張英 , “Fang Shanghai zuojia” 訪上海作家 [“Interviewing a Shanghai Writer”], in Zuojia 作家
[Writer] 9 (1999): 88. 
24　 See Tang Zhenchang 唐振常 , Jindai Shanghai fanhualu 近代上海繁華錄 [The Record of Prosperous Modern 
Shanghai](Hong Kong 香港 : Shangwu yinshuguan 商務印書館 , 1993), 191.
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Zhang Ruogu was able purchase French novels immediately after their publication from a French 
bookshop located at the French Concession.25 
Urban cultures that flowed from the European cosmopolitan metropolis, including jazz 
music, foxtrot dancing, and music concerts, were very popular in Shanghai at the time. Many 
theaters, music halls, and other types of entertainment houses were located in Shanghai, making 
it easy to maintain contact with worldwide popular cultural activities. Zhang Ruogu himself was 
a great fan of music and a frequent visitor to the entertainment sites throughout the city.26 His 
novelettes frequently described these urban entertainment areas. 
The existence of the French Concession reinforced local readers’ curiosity about foreign 
cultures, which flowed into the city through venues such as bookstores, music halls, theatres, etc., 
and gave young writers and artists such as Zhang multiple opportunities to be in tune with current 
cultural trends in the world. These cultural contacts facilitated the development of Zhang Ruogu’s 
literary activities.
Cafés, Bookshops, and Salons: Zhang Ruogu’s Lifestyle in 1930s Shanghai
Zhang Ruogu is not only known as a writer; he was also an advocate of urban life and 
Shanghai’s cosmopolitan culture. He frequently wrote about his everyday life in this prosperous 
cosmopolitan city and promoted it enthusiastically. He said,
I like to take a walk on the prosperous streets and to take a look at the department stores, clothes 
shops and bookstores, take a rest in the cafés, listen to the music, watch films, dance, opera, or have a 
glass of wine in the restaurants casually. I like to read in the libraries and chat with friends […] all my 
likings show how strong my desire to enjoy this city’s art and civilization is. I just can’t stop talking 
about it.27 
Indeed, Zhang was a fan of cafés; he spent large amounts of time visiting friends there and 
talking about their common interests in art and literature. Although it is not unprecedented that 
25　 See the translator’s preface to George Soulié de Morant, Liuhuwaishi 留滬外史 [Private Records of Living in 
Shanghai], trans., Zhang Ruogu (Shanghai 上海 : Zhenmeishan shudian 真美善書店 , 1929), 1. 
26　 Johnathan Hutt notes that Zhang was fascinated by European classical music. Hutt also explicated the 
cultural connation of this interest. Please see Johnathan Hutt, “Enfant du Siècle: The Urban Symphonies 
of Zhang Ruogu,” China Heritage Quarterly 23 (2010.9), accessed February, 28, 2015.  http://www.
chinaheritagequarterly.org/articles.php?searchterm=023_ruogu.inc&issue=02
27　 Zhang Ruogu, “Ciji de chuntian” 刺戟的春天 [“Exiting Spring”], in Yiguoqingdiao, 7.
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Chinese wenren文人 gathered to share their opinions or talked about art and literature, Zhang and 
his friends’ meeting at the tea house or café still seemed exotic at the time. First, the cafés located 
at the french concession were operated mainly by Russians, so the decor and atmosphere differed 
from those of traditional tea parties. Second, the topics that they discussed in these café gatherings 
varied from French writers to Hollywood movies. Huang Zhenxia 黃震遐 , a writer and a friend of 
Zhang’s, described, “It’s like Parisian atmosphere gradually appears in Shanghai.”28 For writers like 
Huang, attending these café gatherings was an exotic experience, as they mixed or transculturated 
the old style wenren meetings with an imagination of an exotic France. In addition to joining café 
gatherings, Zhang published a book titled Kafeizuotan 咖啡座談 (Talks in Cafés) voicing his ideas 
about art and literature. He also edited a special column of Shen Bao’s 申報 literary supplement 
called “Café,” which aimed to introduce Western thoughts and provide literary information.29 
By participating publishing, Zhang demonstrated not only his admiration for his literary idols in 
Paris of the 19th century, but also his sophistication and his sense of modernity. 
Zhang Ruogu was also a passionate participant in the French-style salons in Shanghai. Two of 
his friends who shared his taste for French literature, Zeng Pu 曾樸 and Shao Xunmei 邵洵美 , put 
the Francophone ideals of the salon into practice by establishing publishing houses and libraries.30 
Zeng Pu, who began publishing novels and journals in the late Qing period, became fascinated 
with French literature through his friendship with Chen Jitong 陳 季 同 ,31 a Chinese diplomat 
who had lived in France and had written several books that made him famous for trasmitting 
French literautre into China. In his later years, Zeng Pu devoted his time and energy to translating 
French literature into Chinese and ran a publishing house that published a journal Zhenmeishan 真
美善 (Reality, Beauty and Goodness) to support the translation of foreign literatures. Zeng Pu’s son, 
Zeng Xubai 曾虛白 , made explicit the goal of Zhenmeishan was to establish a Francophile centre, 
a French-style salon, that could serve as a venue for lovers of art and literature to gather, just like 
28　 See Zhang Ruogu, Kafei zuotan 咖啡座談 [Talks in Cafés](Shanghai 上海 : Zhenmeishan shudian 真美善書
店 , 1929), 7.
29　 Pang Laikwan, “The Collective Subjectivity of Chinese Intellectuals and Their Café Culture in Republican 
Shanghai”, Inter-Asia Cultural Studies 7:1 (2006.03): 24-42.
30　 Some studies have been conducted on this topic. See Leo Ou-fan Lee, Shanghai Modern, 17-23. See also 
Heinrich Fruehauf, “Urban Exoticism in Modern and Contemporary Chinese Literature,” 133-164.
31　 Zeng Pu described how he came to know Chen Jitong and how their communication regarding French liter-
ature inspired him in his letter to Hu Shi 胡適 . Zeng Pu 曾樸 , “Bingfu fu Hu Shi han” 病夫覆胡適函 [“A 
letter from Patient to Hu Shi”] in Zhenmeishan 1.12 (1928.04.): 1-21。
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the Parisian writers that Zeng Pu admired.32 He also advocated for his own ideas about literature, 
such as literary exoticism, by organizing this French-style salon.33 
Zeng Pu’s publishing house and residence were located at the centre of the French 
Concession. He said that he chose to live at the french concession because of its exotic 
environment.34 Zhang Ruogu also mentioned that Zeng Pu had a large number of German and 
French books in his Western-decorated living room, a perfect space to host friends and to organize 
French-style salons where they discussed topics ranging from art, music, literature, to the aesthetic 
exoticism they proposed. Zeng Xubai recalled: 
There was hardly an evening when the lights of our guest room didn’t glow until very late at 
night. My father was not only extraordinarily hospitable, but also exuded an intoxicating fascination 
which caused every guest to be drawn deeply into the stream of the conversation […] Whoever came, 
came, and whoever felt like leaving, left, always without notable formalities. My father cherished this 
free and unconstrained atmosphere, only in this manner, he believed, would everything resemble a 
genuine French salon.35
Zeng Pu was not the only person who held literary gatherings in his salon. Shao Xunmei, a 
Westernized young publisher who had studied briefly in Europe, owned a bookshop called “Jinwu” 金
屋 (Golden House), named after La maison d’or in French, at the french concession. This bookstore was 
decorated in the French style and then became a social centre for writers. Yu Dafu 郁達夫 described, 
“If we had some free time and wanted to talk to someone, all we had to do was to go to Shao Xunmei’s 
bookshop because it was always full of guests and wine.”36 
Gathered at this salon were not only writers, but also artists, critics, publishers, and painters, 
including Xu Weinan 徐蔚南 , Xu Xiacun 徐霞村 , Lu Mengshu 盧夢殊 , Tian Han 田漢 , Xu 
32　 For an article about their goal of holding a French-style salon, see Zeng Xubai 曾虛白 , Zeng Xubai zizhaun
曾虛白自傳 [Autobiography of Zeng Xubai] (Taipei 臺北 : Lianjing chubanshe 聯經出版社 , 1988), 93-102. 
33　 Heinrich Fruehauf, “Urban Exoticism in Modern and Contemporary Chinese Literature,” 144.
34　 Zeng Pu’s preface to Zhang Ruogu, Yiguoqingdiao 異國情調 [Exoticism] (Shanghai: Shijie shuju 世界書局 , 
1928), 10. Zhang Ruogu recalled the first time he saw this lovely house: “clean, orderly, doesn’t look like a 
Chinese’s residence”. See Zhang Ruogu, “Chujian donya bingfu” 初見東亞病夫 [“My First Meeting with 
East Asian Patient”] in Yiguo qingdiao, 4-5.
35　 Zeng Xubai 曾虛白 , Zeng Xubai zizhaun, 95. English translation is quoted from Leo Ou-fan Lee, Shanghai 
Modern, 19-20.
36　 Yu Dafu 郁達夫 , “Ji Zeng Mengpu xiansheng” 記曾孟樸先生 [“Memory of Mr. Zeng Mengpu”], in Wei 
Shaochang 魏紹昌 , Niehaihua ziliao 孽海花資料 [Reference of Lives of Shanghai Flowers] (Shanghai 上海 : 
Shanghai guji chubanshe 上海古籍出版社 , 1982), 207.
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Beihong, and Xu Zhimo 徐志摩 , who built the modern Shanghai literature and art scene of the 
1930s.37 The topics they discussed were also diverse, as Yu Dafu 郁達夫 said:
Sometimes we lay down, sometimes we sat up; we talked, smoked, had fruits and tea at the same 
time. Our discussion ranged from French Romantic writers to the stories of Flower in a Sea of Sin. 
We also talked about those experiences that old men had when he was young, General Chen Jitong, 
the life of Qian Mengsou and Yang Ai, and the red bean tree on Yu Shan. We also discussed Chinese 
people’s habits and customs, individuals’ limit and the levels of seeking pleasure. Mr. Zeng spoke 
Mandarin with his Changshou accent and a flowing tone. People never became tired of his erudition 
and opinions.38
    
It was said that Zeng Pu and his son’s French-style salons were similar to those in France. 
However, compared to the French salons famous for their noble, talented hostesses, brilliant 
participants and extreme debates in the 17th-century France,39 these French-style salons in the 
1930s Shanghai bore little likeness. The salon culture formed in Shanghai was freer, more akin to 
a platform for writers and artists to socialize and share their interests in the currents of modern 
culture. By being present on these occasions and participating in the editing and publishing of 
magazines, they created a space to demonstrate their talents and practice their ideas. These salons 
were more like the 19th-century Parisian café gatherings that Christophe Prochasson discussed 
in his research about 19th-century Parisian writers and publishing circles that shared the cultural 
space of the city and in turn helped shape the cultural image of the city, and that of themselves.40 
The community fair created by Zeng Pu and Shao Xunmei was a combination of traditional 
wenren tea parties and Parisian-style gatherings. What is more, these salons they held in the 1930s 
Shanghai provides a good case to observe how classical and modern literatures were connected 
37　 Kong Haizhu 孔海珠 , “Wenqi xiangtuo de pengyou quanzi: cong Shao Xunmei de yifeng yaoyanxin shuo-
qi” 文氣相投的朋友圈子：從邵洵美的一封邀宴信說起 [“A Congenial Circle of Friends: An Invitation 
Letter of Shao Xunmei”], in Chenfuzhijian: Shanghai wentan jiushi erbian 沉浮之間：上海文壇舊事二編
[The Up and Down: Second Edition of Old Stories in Shanghai Literary Circle](Shanghai 上海 : Hanyu dacidian 
chubanshe 漢語大辭典出版社 , 2006), 103.
38　 Yu Dafu 郁達夫 , “Ji Zeng Mengpu xiansheng” 記曾孟樸先生 [“A Memory of Mr. Zeng Mengpu”], in Wei 
Shaochang 魏紹昌 , Niehaihua ziliao 孽海花資料 [Reference of Lives of Shanghai Flowers](Shanghai 上海 : 
Shanghai guji chubanshe 上海古籍出版社 , 1982), 207。
39　 Verena von der Heyden-Rynsch, Salons européens (Paris: Gallimard, 1993).
40　 See Christophe Prochasson, Bali 1900—Lishiwenhuasanlun 巴 黎 1900—— 歷 史 文 化 散 論 [Paris 1900: 
Essai d’histoire culturelle], trans., Wang Dianzhong (Guilin 桂林 : Guangxi shifandaxue chubanshe 廣西師範
大學出版社 , 2005), 170, 208.
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by not only their literary writings but also the literati gatherings.41 And this phenomenon 
also demonstrates that transculturation could be observed in how literature people hold their 
gatherings.
We can read in the memoirs of French writers such as Marc Chadourne as to how they 
looked at Shanghai writers and artists’ salons and enthusiasm for French literature. In the 
beginning of the 20th century, Chadourne visited Shanghai where he met Shao Xunmei and 
Zhang Ruogu in person in their salons. According to Chadourne, he was surprised to learn that 
certain French writers, such as Rousseau, Montesquieu, and Maupassant, were still popular 
among these young Shanghai writers, and he got the impression that the French writers that they 
admired were all too homogenous.42 In his Ce qui ne s’avoue pas, même à Shanghai, ville de plaisirs, 
de Morant portrayed a young Chinese writer, who can speak English and French and was familiar 
with Western literature and art. This writer came from a rich family and was well-acquainted in 
both the literary community and the entertainment cirlce of Shanghai. De Morant described him 
“smart, charming and extravagant.”43 These two French writers who visited Shanghai at that time 
seemed impressed by the Chinese writers’ familiarity with foreign literatures and urban cultures. 
However, there lacked any further cultural exchange. French journalists and diplomats were more 
concerned with the political situation in China. Therefore, the literary transculturation between 
these French writers and their contemporaries in Shanghai in the abovementioned cases appears to 
be one-sided. 
Zhang Ruogu frequented these cafés, bookshops and salons while cultivating his literary 
career. Leo Ou-fan Lee called Zhang Ruogu “an avid Francophile.”44 In light of this,  I argue that 
Zhang Ruogu’s interest in French literature and lifestyle cannot be seen merely as imitative, but 
more importantly reflective of his self-imagination and industrious pursuit of a literary career. 
These urban spaces showcased and enhanced Shanghai’s increasingly transnational contact and 
social mobility at that time. By participating in these gatherings, Zhang Ruogu became familiar 
with the writers who loved European literature and art and built up connections with senior editors 
41　 See Michel Hockx, Questions of Style: Literary Societies and Literary Journals in Modern China,1911-1937 
(Leiden and Boston: Brill, 2003), 86-118.
42　 “Trop de surface et trop de “face”, tel est le handicap des oeuvres étrangères en Chine”, in Marc Chadourne, 
“Les oeuvres étrangères”, in La Chine (Paris: Plon,1931), 131-157.
43　 “Spirituel, séduisant, dépensier, il avait vite acquis une réputation exceptionnelle dans le monde des plaisirs.” 
in George Soulié de Morant, Ce qui ne s’avoue pas, même à Shanghai, ville de plaisirs (Paris: Ernest Flammari-
on, 1927), 64. Also see George Soulié de Morant, Liuhuwaishi, trans., Zhang Ruogu, 48.
44　 Leo Ou-fan Lee, Shanghai Modern, 20.
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and publishers, which subsequently gave him the opportunity to edit columns in newspapers and 
special issues in magazines. The discussions he had at the salons inspired him to devote himself to 
translating and writing. Leo Oufan Lee argued, Zhang saw the coffeehouse gatherings as one of 
the crucial symbols of modernity.45 More importantly, through practicing and writing about this 
lifestle, Zhang created a self-image of an urban writer, which allowed him to earn a “position” in 
this literary community. 
From Translating to Recreating Urban Culture: 
Zhang Ruogu’s Urban Symphony
    
Zhang Ruogu’s literary life began and thrived in Shanghai’s cosmopolitan atmosphere, the 
lure of modernity, and the landscape of Shanghai, which became the main themes of his literary 
works. His translations in the 1930s, such as George Soulié de Morant’s novel Ce qui ne s’avoue pas, 
même à Shanghai, ville de plaisirs, and his admiration for Morand’s works, demonstrate his interest 
in urban novelty and foreignness. Zhang Ruogu’s aspiration to refresh modern Chinese literature 
is the key to understanding his preference for urban literature and his transculturation of Western 
literary works. I consider his interest in translation and his own urban stories as a transcultural 
trend in Shanghai’s urban writing that was popular at the beginning of the 20th century. In the 
following paragraphs, I shall look at Zhang’s translations and bring them to comparisons with the 
oringals as well as Zhang’s own works, so as to sort out the connections and connotations of these 
stories and to analyze the transculturation that occurred in this context.
George Soulié de Morant’s Ce qui ne s’avoue pas, même à Shanghai, ville de plaisirs was 
published in Paris in 1927. It was about American and European drifters’ adventures in Shanghai. 
They were diplomats, businessmen, courtesans, or wives of Chinese military generals, most of 
whom failed to escape their past and became lost in the decadent city. De Morant attempted to 
reveal the conviction of his novel in the preface: behind the surface of truth, there is only a mixture 
of bitter experience and happiness in a big city during modern times.46 
The stories that describe Westerners’ life in Shanghai, a faraway city famous for its decadent 
glamour and exciting power, were popular at the time. Shanghai was regarded either a city of sin 
or a paradise for adventurers for Western readers in plays, novels, and movies that had commercial 
45　 Ibid, 22.
46　 George Soulié de Morant, Ce qui ne s’avoue pas, même à Shanghai, ville de plaisirs, 5-8
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success at that time.47 These Westerners living in an exotic far-off land and their life experiences in 
Shanghai became a typical plot line, such as those in Shanghai Gesture (1941) which reflected 
the amplified transnational movement and complex, burgeoning modernity. These stories also 
helped shape the image of Shanghai in different mediascapes, such as news, guidebooks, movies, 
books and plays, as Alexander De Forge mentioned.48 Although de Morant would never have 
considered himself a tour guide of the city or a promoter of international trends, to some extent, 
he was involved in Shanghai’s cultural production and its global circulation which made his books 
available to the people in Shanghai.
Zhang Ruogu’s translation of Ce qui ne s’avoue pas, même à Shanghai, ville de plaisirs, titled 
Liuhu waishi 留 滬 外 史 (Private Records of Living in Shanghai), was published in 1929 49 along 
with the publication of his own work, Duhui jiaoxiangqu 都會交響曲 (Urban Symphony), in the 
same year. In the preface of Liuhu waishi, Zhang informed his readers that he had purchased this 
novel by accident in a bookshop in Shanghai. He recalled being immediately fascinated by the 
story, particularly the author’s narration of Westerners’ life at the french concession. He goes on to 
describe this book as a city guide, similar to how urban stories were read in the late Qing period,50 
treating this novel as an guide for local readers to enjoy the exotic feelings of the city.51 This preface 
interestingly illustrates how Zhang looked at the cultural formation of this city, that is a diverse, 
prosperous and exciting playground providing fascination for Chinese people without overseas 
experience.
Zhang’s translation of this novel is mostly straightforward, but he also made some changes 
47　 See Norbert Jacques, Der Kaufherr von Shanghai (Berlin: Ullstein, 1925). John Colton, The Shanghai Gesture: 
A Play (New York: Boni and Liveright, 1926). Karen Brown, John Colton, The Shanghai Lady (New York: 
Efrus & Bennett, 1929). Vicky Baum, Hotel Shanghai (Amsterdam: Querido Verlag, 1939). 
48　 See Alexander Des Forges, Mediasphere Shanghai: The Aesthetics of Cultural Production (Hawaii: University of 
Hawaii Press, 2007), 1. 
49　 The novel was serialized in Shishi xinbao 時事新報 [New News Journal] before being published as a printed 
volume. 
50　 A distinct type of writing, haishang xiaoshuo 海上小說 , has the characteristic of providing precise and accurate 
information in about the place and time. These stories are very specific, so some researchers regard these novels as 
tourist handbooks for young people who have just arrived to the city. See Fan Boqun 范伯群 , “Yimin dushi yu 
yimin xiaoshuo: lun qingmo minchu shanghai xiaoshuo zhong de yimin ticai zhongchangpian” 移民都市與移民
小說：論清末民初上海小說中的移民題材中長篇 [“A Migrant City and Migrant Novels: On Migrant 
Novels and Novellas Created in Shanghai in Late Qing Dynasty and Early Republic ”], Jiangsu daxue xuebao 江蘇
大學學報 [Journal of Jiangsu University] 9.6 (2007.11): 1-10.
51　 George Soulié de Morant, Liuhuwaishi, trans., Zhang Ruogu, 1.
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to it. He changed a somewhat ironic French title of the book into one denoting a specific genre 
of Chinese literature, waishi 外史 (informal history or private records). This implies that he was 
referring to one of the private records written by Chinese students studying abroad, a genre that 
was quite popular in Shanghai at the time.52 On the one hand these writers were keen to depict 
their life and experiences in far-off countries; on the other the novelty of exotic Shanghai 
occupied their attention. Both promised commercial success, which could be another reason 
why Zhang preferred to translate the title of the book in this way. 
In his translation, Zhang skipped some paragraphs. For instance, the “avant propos” (preface), 
which expresses de Morant’s thoughts on the modern era, was omitted.53 de Morant’s preface, he 
explains, has such a subtle quality which makes the task of translation challenging for people who 
has not fully acquired French langauge. Another case of omission occurs in the middle chapter. In 
the original text, de Morant has a paragraph to describe the two main characters’ isolated feelings 
in the city, but Zhang did not translate the entire paragraph. The poetic description below was 
omitted from his translation:  
Maybe we all surrendered to the general atmosphere of fatalism around us, indulging ourselves to 
the ephemeral present which slips right away into the cemetery of our memories. The unpredictable 
future makes us thrilled with neither hope nor fear. Even if it becomes reality, it will immediately turn 
into a dead past, all the same. 54
This omission reveals that he was probably unfamiliar with or did not pay attention to de Morant’s 
anxiety about the passing of time and an insecure future. What is more, he was not concerned 
with the meaning that the novel attempted to communicate. What really interested him  may have 
52　 Many private records of studying abroad were popular during the late Qing and early Republican period. 
Writers depicted the decadent lives of students who studied abroad from a sarcastic angle, such as the famous 
Liudong waishi 留東外史 [Private Records of Studying in Japan] of Pingjiangbuxiaosheng 平江不肖生 and 
Liuou waishi 留歐外史 [Private Records of Studying in Europe] of Li Jinhui 黎錦暉 . 
53　 George Soulié de Morant, Ce qui ne s’avoue pas, même à Shanghai, ville de plaisirs, 5-8.
54　 The original paragraph is: “Nous allions, bavardant gaiement comme deux êtres jeunes et sains peuvent 
le faire, nous sentant, dans notre isolement, allégés des préjugés et des craintes qu’imposent à tout civilisé 
le sentiment excessif des contemporains, la tyrannie de l’opinion publique.” In Zhang Ruogu’s Chinese 
translation version, the sentences below were omitted: “Peut-être cédions-nous à l’ambiance fataliste de la 
foule qui nous entourait, goûtant l’élusif present qui s’enfonce aussitôt dans le cimetière de notre mémoire, 
sans trembler d’espoir ou d’ épouvante pour un avenir imprévisible et qui ne se réalisera que pour devenir 
instantanément, lui aussi, du passé mort”. In George Soulié de Morant, Ce qui ne s’avoue pas, même à 
Shanghai, ville de plaisirs, 157. 
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been simply the foreignness and complexity of Shanghai. His translation and interpretation of this 
French novel therefore can be seen representative of his own cultural imagination or identity.55
After translating this novel, Zhang wrote a short story in reference to de Morant’s work. He 
quoted a paragraph and put it in his work “Zhongqiu huanghunqu” 中 秋 黃 昏 曲 (“Nightfall 
Melody of Autumn”), which is included in his collection Duhui jiaoxiangqu,56 unafraid to show 
readers his source of inspiration.57 On an autumn evening, a young man wandered around the city 
and the countryside after reading de Morant’s work, and he felt sorrowful about the nonexistent 
girl in his dream. The short paragraph that Zhang quoted from de Morant’s work depicts 
Shanghai’s countryside in autumn as another spring whose beauty makes people want to fall into 
the dream of love.58 As if moved by the romantic atmosphere in this paragraph, Zhang’s male 
narrator decides to start writing a love letter to the dreamt girl: “my mind is already blown in the 
countryside.”59 After pouring out his heart in an incomplete letter, the narrator then takes a walk. 
He finally finds himself on campus and meets a lovely female writer who is also a teacher. The 
story ends with the narrator going back to his house and his unfinished letter. 
This short story is composed of several rapidly shifting scenes depicting Shanghai’s landscapes 
of both the city and the countryside. The story starts with a paragraph quoted from de Morant’s 
work, but the image of Shanghai in former is rather different from that in the latter. De Morant’s 
Shanghai is a place where criminals, bankers and émigrés gather to squander their fortune. 
However, whether at night or in cool autumn, Zhang’s Shanghai is a lovely land. Unlike de 
Morant’s narration of the life in Shanghai where political conspiracies and tulmultuous conflicts 
are hidden,60 Zhang seemed more interested in the relationships between male and female 
55　 See Lawrence Venuti, “Translation and the Formation of Cultural Identities”, in Cultural Functions of 
Translation, ed., Christine Schäffner and Helen Kelly-Holmes (Clevedon: Multilingual Matters, 1995), 9-25.
56　 Zhang Ruogu, Duhui jiaoxiangqu 都會交響曲 [Urban Symphony] (Shanghai 上海 : Zhenmeishan shudian
真美善書店 , 1929), 110-111. 
57　 See Zhang Ruogu, Duhui jiaoxiangqu, 6.
58　 The original text is: “En ce renouveau de l’automne, ici un autre printemps, les buissons se constellent de 
fleurs. Les frondaisons renaissent. L’air lui-même est chargé d’invisibles effluves qui troublent l’esprit, alan-
guissent le coeur et font rêver d’amours pareilles à celles des couples d’oiseaux yuann et yang, qui meurent dès 
qu’ils sont séparés.” In George Soulié de Morant, Ce qui ne s’avoue pas, même à Shanghai, ville de plaisirs, 111-
112.
59　 See Zhang Ruogu, Duhui jiaoxiangqu, 111.
60　 The original text is: “Tout le long de Fou-tcheou road, dans les restaurants à la mode ou dans les maisons de 
chant, se trament chaque soir cent complots et mille combinaisons financières. Les réfugiés politiques de tous 
les gouvernements écroulés, de tous les coups d’Etat manqués, viennent y dépenser leurs biens mal acquis 
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characters. For example, in “Nightfall Melody of Autumn”, the narrator says, “It’s lovely, the 
nightfall. Everything is a love in an autumn evening. On the bustling streets, under the strong 
light, the urban girls walking on the smooth road are all charming and pretty.”61 And he goes on, 
“It’s dreary! The dark, vast night and wilderness […] just as well, there’s a bright moon above me, 
and colorful clouds on the west […]”62 For lovers of urban life and seekers of modern culture 
like Zhang, Shanghai is never a desolate place, not even its countryside. Although de Morant’s 
novel motivated him to write about the city, Zhang nevertheless adopted an image of Shanghai in 
contrast to de Morant’s depiction.
In his memoir, Zhang Ruogu mentioned that his interest in urban writings was also inspired 
by Paul Morand.63 Morand’s short stories published between 1921 and 1935 are famous for its 
freshness and exoticism,64 vivid cosmopolitan atmosphere evoked by his writings, and the ennui of 
urban life in post-World War I Europe that he depicted. As a diplomat Morand traveled extensively 
around the world. When he returned to Shanghai in the 1920s, he was already well known because 
Chinese writers had introduced and recommended his work after he became popular in Japan. The 
Chinese translation of Paul Morand’s work had considerable influence on the Shanghai writers in 
the 1930s, particularly Liu Naou 劉吶鷗 and Dai Wangshu 戴望舒 .65 However, the connection 
betwen Zhang and Morand has rarely been studied. 
Zhang published his translation of Morand’s story “Echo, Repondez” in Wanxiang 萬象 (The 
Variety) in 1934.66 This story is about a man who goes on a sea voyage and has a brief affair with 
an American woman, Mrs. Amelita. He finds Mrs. Amelita looks exactly like Marie-Louise, with 
whom he secretly falls in love back in Paris. After ending his brief affair, he returns to Paris. He 
et y preparer leurs prochaines malversations. Les étudiants avides de notoriété y clament leur patriotisme 
haineux.” in George Soulié de Morant, Ce qui ne s’avoue pas, même à Shanghai, ville de plaisirs, 56-57. Or see 
Zhang Ruogu, Duhui jiaoxiangqu, 43.
61　 See Zhang Ruogu, Duhui jiaoxiangqu, 113-114.
62　 Ibid., 115.
63　 Zhang Ruogu, “Qianzoqu” 前奏曲 [“Prelude”], in Duhui jiaoxiangqu, 3. 
64　 Pierre Jourda, L’exoticisme dans la littérature française depuis Chataubriand (Paris: Boivin, 1938), 23.
65　 Dai wangshu also published and translated Morand’s works. Most of them are collected in Paul Morand, 
Dai Wangshu, trans., Tiannu yuli 天女玉麗 [Goddess Yuli] (Shanghai 上海：Shangzhi shuwu 尚志書屋 , 
1929). See also Peng Hsiao-yen, “Dandyism and Border Crossing: Gender, Language, and Travel in Neo-
Sensationism,” Bulletin of the Institute of Chinese Literature and Philosophy 28 (2006:03): 121-148. 
66　 Paul Morand, Zhang Ruogu trans., “Huisheng, Qingnidaying” 迴聲，請你答應 [“Echo, Repondez”],  Wanxiang 
萬象 [The Variety] 3 (1934), 30.
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meets Marie-Louise again and finds mysterious smile familiar, as if they have met somewhere else 
before.
Zhang’s translation is largely clear and faithful, but it is not without omissions and 
mistranslations. First, Morand’s delicate description of how the male protagonist gradually forgets 
about Marie-Louise after spending the days on the ship is omitted. Second, Morand drew an 
analogy between the two female characters, Marie-Louise and Amelita, and he used the terms such 
as “correspondence,” “allusion” and “symmetry” to describe their mysterious similarity.67 However, 
Zhang translated these words into xinjian 信件 (letter) and yinyu 隱語 (secret language), which do 
not exactly reproduce Morand’s depiction of the appearance and disappearance of fate in modern 
time. Morand’s clever writing and the subtle atmosphere in his works, which according to Marcel 
Proust were achieved by using artful sentences and allegorical images68 to depict the shallow urban 
life in a large European city after the war, wasn’t fully recreated in Zhang’s translation. 
Zhang mentioned more than once in his book that Morand’s works could serve as a model 
of urban literature for modern Chinese writers. He even offered one of his own pieces, “Duhui 
jiaoxiangqu” 都 會 交 響 曲 (“Urban Symphony”),69 as an example of such exercise. Similarities 
between Morand’s and Zhang’s urban stories are observable, espcially their structures and plots. 
Morand is known for his detailed description about the narrative setting, which Zhang 
adored and named “department store window display” style.70 An example of Morand’s depiction 
of the “urban scenery” excerpted from “La nuit des six-jours” is given below:
     
Half of my body led on the handrail of balcony, we saw the Negros wearing the beach suit 
chewed emptily, trembled for a sacred malaria. Twisted brass iris, the cutting of metro, light up the 
scenery of Seine, which is not mistreated by factories anymore, but inundated with poetry, and where 
the nude bodies that are sensitive to the cold were bathing, oppressed bodies in the tank of Waltz 
where the dancers follow closely to each other. The room smelled like stock, egg, armpit, and the 
67　 “Oserait-on dire que le monde est peuplé de correspondances inconnues, d’allusions vivantes, d’invisibles 
symmetries? Nos actes ont-ils double face? Ou ne sont-ils que réfraction, comme ces rayons qui, traversant 
certains cristaux, se divisent en deux?” Paul Morand, “Echo, Repondez”, in L’Europe galante (Paris: Grasset 
1985), 125.  
68　 Marcel Proust, “Préface” to Paul Morand, Tendres Stocks (Paris: Gallimard, 2007), 21.
69　 Zhang Ruogu, “Xiandaiyishu de duhuixing” 現代藝術的都會性 [“The urbanity of Modern Art”], in Shi-
wunian xiezuo jingyan 十五年寫作經驗 [Fifteen Years Writing Experience] (Shanghai: Gufeng chubanshe 古
峰出版社 , 1940), 60-61.
70　 Zhang Ruogu, Duhui jiaoxiangqu, 3.
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perfume un jour viendra.71            
We can also find a similar paragraph in Zhang’s work, in which he depicted a dancing hall with 
juxtaposed sentences:
Two dark-faced Filipino men waved microphones while singing a sensational song. A strong 
electric light injecting green, red, blue, white, black, purple, yellow, harsh like a snake’s tongue, shone 
on the dancers’ sensual appealing legs in silk stockings. All this filled the room with the atmosphere of 
bodily lust, extremely seductive.72
Both Morand’s and Zhang’s urban stories are mostly about the encounter with a beautiful but 
mysterious girl in a big city. These girls are fey, charming and unpredictable. They are metaphors of 
the urban itself. Like Marie-Louise in “Echo, repondez,” their beauty is connected to Paris by the 
author. An example can be found in “Duhui jiaoxiangqu,” a short story about four young men’s 
urban night adventure. The story begins with several young men gathering in Mr. Peng’s house. 
Mr. Peng is the main character considered an allusion to Shao Xunmei. After chatting about 
literature and art, they decide to drive to downtown for sightseeing. They meet several foreign 
girls in different spots along the way, including a waitress who works at a Russian café and Haruko 
who runs from her family while spending time in this non-sleeping city. The city is presented as a 
space of movement, bright lights, fast cars, and consumption,73 as in typical Shanghai urban short 
stories.     
Morand was successful in portraying femme fatale characters, especially his subtle narration of 
their appearance by paralleling delicate descriptions. The female characters in Morand’s work are 
often objects observed by the male character, which Zhang also brought into his own novel. For 
example, in “Echo, Repondez”, Morand described Marie-Louise as if taking a close-up shot:
71　 “Du balcon, à mi-corps au-dessus des archets dressés, on voyait les Nègres en costume de plage mastiquer à 
vide, trembler d’un paludisme sacré. Des iris de cuivre tordu, boutures du métro, éclairaient des paysages 
de Seine non plus malmenés par les usines, mais inondés de poésie et où des nus frileux se rincaient, pressés 
corps à corps dans la cuve des valses les danseurs talonnaient. La sale sentait le bouillon-minute, l’oeuf couvi, 
l’aisselle et un jour viendra.” In Paul Morand, Ouvert la nuit (Paris: Librairie Gallimard, 2001), 130.
72　 Zhang Ruogu, Duhui jiaoxiangqu, 48.
73　 Wu Fuhui 吳福輝 , Dushi xuanliu zhong de haipai xiaoshuo 都市漩流中的海派小說 [Shanghai Style Novels 
in Urban Current] (Changsha 長沙 : Hunanjiaoyu chubanshe 湖南教育出版社 , 1996), 150-154; Zhang 
Yingjin, The City in Modern Chinese Literature and Film, Configurations of Space, Time, and Gender (Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 1996), 176-178. 
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Marie-Louise is tall; that is rare for French women. Her skin looks fake, pale, flat, without twist, 
without glory, without any ravine, decorated by urbanity. Under the arched brows, in her purple 
eyes, are tears that never fall down, producing an impression that can cross the border of the eighth 
arrondissement.74   
And in Zhang Ruogu’s “Duhui jiaoxiangqu”:
  
A pair of slim legs, average, medium build. When she crosses her legs, people cannot see any slit. 
When she stands on tiptoes and rotates, her white thin fabric cloth, which is like a wedding dress, 
flies. When she moves step by step, her white breasts are apparent, and people can see her Arabic-style 
costume and her almost naked body.75
Morand sets up hopeless encounters between male characters and exotic female characters in 
allusions to the decline and breakdown of European modern cities.76 In Zhang’s works, however, 
the foreign female characters especially their appearances and bodies are described as if they were 
feelingless, lifeless objects, which is the main part of his narrative. Moreover, in Zhang’s works, 
these female characters serve as tokens of the exotic and cosmopolitan nature of the city, just like 
those in other Shanghai modernist writers’ urban stories.77 These characters in Zhang’s works can 
also be said to symbolize the writer’s desire toward the modern and the urban. Zhang embraced 
them as a part of the city’s urban culture.
The story ends with a real newspaper report about a missing Japanese girl, which gives the 
impression that what occurs in the short story might be real. The way in which the Zhang mixes 
precise references to the places of the city is typical of Shanghai urban narrative since the late Qing 
period.78 This also illustrates how Shanghai writers attempted to present urban stories as city guides 
74　 The original phrases are “Marie-Louise était grande comme le sont rarement les Francaises, avec une peau 
qui semblait une imitation de la peau, tant elle était pale, unie, sans un accident, sans une lumière, sans un 
ravin, décolorée par l’urbanité. Au-dessous des sourcils voûtés, les yeux violets, adoucis par des pleurs qui ne 
coulaient jamais, produisaient une impression qui dépassait les limits du huitième arrondissement.” in Paul 
Morand, “Echo, Repondez”, in L’Europe galante (Paris: Grasset 1985), 122.  
75　 Zhang Ruogu, Duhui jiaoxiangqu, 51.
76　 See Benjamin Crémieux,”Paul Morand” in XX siècle:Première série (Paris: Gallimard,1924), 212. Stéphane 
Sarkany, Paul Morand et le cosmopolitisme littéraire (Paris: Klincksieck, 1968), 207-208.
77　 Shih Shu-mei, The Lure of the Modern: Writing Modernism in Semicolonial China, 1917-1937 (Berkeley and 
Los Angels: University of California Press, 2001), 292-299.
78　 See Alexander Des Forges, Mediasphere Shanghai, 91.
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for the readers who wanted to be real “Shanghailanders.”79 
Angel Rama notes that the theory of transculturation was used to explore how writers 
adopt, adapt and incorporate Western literary techniques into their own works. Through the 
above investigation, we can see how Zhang Ruogu combined de Morant’s and Morand’s merits 
in writing urban love stories and put them to use in his own Shanghai urban narratives. In other 
words, Zhang’s translations and literary works demonstrate how he transculturated French urban 
stories—specifically those about urban life written by de Morant and Morand—into a Shanghai 
version. Looking at the original works, Zhang’s translations and his own short stories, we can see 
that Zhang was deeply inspired by de Morant and Morand and was therefore greatly interested 
in writing urban stories. However, in contrast to de Morant and Morand, who interpreted the 
brief encounters between men and women as implying the drifting quality of the city, Zhang  was 
more passionate toward its cosmopolitan atmosphere. He says, “To those people who have never 
been abroad, living in Shanghai could bring them some exotic enjoyment.”80 Shanghai was a real 
ville de plaisir to him, but in neither the ironic sense in de Morant’s book nor that in Morand’s. 
Zhang’s Shanghai would only give out the glory of China when the nationalist government 
decided to develop it into China’s window to the West.81 Shih Shu-mei’s thought-provoking view 
shows Zhang can be seen an urban writer who embraced the “metropolitan west.”82 This paper 
extends this view and suggests that by advocating, translating and writing about the cosmopolitan 
life, Zhang not only “flaunted the modern,”83 but also integrated and transculturated the 
modern, especially the urban, into his vision of the Chinese culture. His writings about Shanghai 
demonstrates that a Chinese modern writer shared a bond with other urban writers in the world, 
which can be understood as a complex synthesis of glamor and ugliness in the intersection of 
the last century. Moreover his works share characteristics with and can be seen as inheriting the 
tradition of Shanghai urban writings.
Finally, was Chinese culture or literature transculturated by these French writers at that 
time or later? Compared to Morand, de Morant is a better case for us to examine as to how his 
experience of living in China affected his own life and literary career. China, as an exotic other, 
79　 Ibid, 129.
80　 Zhang Ruogu, Yiguoqingdiao, 9.
81　 Kerrie L. MacPherson, “Designing China’s urban future: the Greater Shanghai Plan,” Planning Perspective 5 
(1990): 39-62.
82　 Shih Shu-mei, The Lure of the Modern, 36.
83　 Ibid.
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was constructed or depicted by French writers like Voltaire to express their ideas or thoughts 
about their own cultures,84 which was also what de Morant did in his work. The main character 
knows the counscious part of himself and develops his inner feelings through the unconscious 
part of himself in Asia.85 In his words, Asia and the West are like two extremes: spiritual versus 
rational; mysterious versus straightforward. They are different, but can be seen as complements to 
one another. Examining the way Chinese literary techniques are borrowed into his own works, de 
Morant can be considered a known translator of Chinese literature (especially classical literature). 
Besides he was also a piorneering contributor in introducing Chinese medicine and acupuncture 
into Europe.86
Imagining the Modern: Zhang Ruogu’s Transcultural Literary Criticism 
Criticism and commentaries on French literature were also a substantial part of Zhang’s 
transcultural production.87 The translation and adaptation of foreign literature can reveal traces 
of cultural negotiation between two different cultures. Literary criticism about foreign literature 
can also be used for this purpose, to explore how a translated text is read and how transculturation 
occurs. Zhang’s literary criticism tends to be broad-brushed, casual and impressionistic. He 
revealed in his memoir that he was imitating the style of Anatole France’s criticism, and he even 
entitled his book Wenxue shenghuo 文 學 生 活 (Literature Life) after France’s work.88 He also 
84　Qian Linsen 錢林森 ,“Faguo wenxue zhongde Zhongguo ticai yu yiguo qingdiao—Zhong Fa wenxue jiaorong 
zhongde yige lishi tezheng” 法國文學中的中國題材與異國情調 —— 中法文學交融的一個歷史特徵 
[“China as A Theme and Exoticism in French Literature—A Historical Characteristic of the Communication 
between Chinese and French Literature”], Nanjing Daxuexuebao 南京大學學報 [Journal of Nanjing University] 
(1999.2): 128-134.
85　 “L’Asie, au contraire, reconnaît pour vrai Moi l’Autre, celui qui veille pendant le sommeil et nous avertit au 
moindre danger, qui remarque tout et n’oublie rien, en qui naissent et grandissent mystérieusement nos senti-
ments.” In George Soulié de Morant, Ce qui ne s’avoue pas, même à Shanghai, ville de plaisirs, 110. 
86　 Except for works concerned with Chinese literature, George Soulié de Morant’s works about Chinese 
medicine are more well known. See George Soulié de Morant, Précis de la vraie acuponcture chinoise (Mercure 
de France, 1934).
87　 According to Zhang, he did not initially want to become a fable writer or novelist. After living in Shanghai 
for a few years, he enjoyed urban culture and was eager to go to France, so he began to take notes on what 
he read and published them. Zhang Ruogu, “Ruogu suibi zixu” 若谷隨筆自序 (“Preface to the Essays of 
Ruogu”), Liangyou 良友 [Good Company] 19 (1927): 29.
88　 In fact Zhang has a collecion of essays, Yiguo qingdiao, which was also named after Anatole France’s work.
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thought highly of Saint Beuve’s work, especially Causseries du Lundi, which he deemed a model of 
criticism.89
Borrowing insight from translation studies, translation could be viewed as a translator’s 
attempt to make changes in the local literature tradition by invoking authority.90 Semi-/post-
colonial writers, translators, and adapters challenge local canons and attempt to reshape local 
literary landscape through criticism. By comparative readings, this paper argues that interpretive 
transculturation often becomes a negotiation device that shows how Western literature is read and 
how people view themselves.91 Zhang’s critical work demonstrates not only his understanding of 
current French literature but also his vision of the future landscape of modern Chinese literature.
Zhang’s critiques first presented his belief and readings of European literature. To him 19th-
century French literature could serve as a primary source of inspiration for modern Chinese 
writers. In his article “Athens and Romanticism,” 雅典與浪漫 he elaborated on his admiration 
of French Romanticism and considered it as the answer to all the problems of modern Chinese 
literature, which demonstrates the aforementioned characteristics of interpretive transculturation. 
He said, 
The era of Athens literature—the classical literature—has already passed in the Chinese literature 
world of today. However, stepping onto the stage of literature of Naturalism and Realism is dangerous. 
From my point of view, developing the Romanticism literary movement should be our only intention 
now.92 
He believed that Romanticism in France had the dynamics of old European culture and could 
provide the foundation on which his ideals could be reproduced in the context of modern Chinese 
society. In fact, from the 1920s to 1930s, realism was relatively mainstream in modern Chinese 
literature because it was believed to be able to reflect real social problems in China, and therefore 
attractive to the people who sought to solve these problems. Along these lines, Zhang’s introduction 
of Western literary thought can be placed against the same political and social background. In 
89　 Zhang Ruogu, “Zenyang xie wenxue piping” 怎樣寫文學批評 [“How to Write Literary Critics”], in Shiwunian 
xiezuo jingyan, 77. 
90　 André Lefevere, “Introduction”, Translation/History/Culture: A Sourcebook (London & New York: Routledge, 
1992), 2.
91　 Karen Laura Thornber, Empire of Texts in Motion: Chinese, Korean, and Taiwanese Transculturations of Japanese 
Literature (Cambridge MA and London: Harvard University Asia Centre, 2009), 84.
92　 Zhang Ruogu, “Yadian yu langman” 雅典與浪漫 [“Athens and Romanticism”], Yadain Yuekan 雅典月刊
(Athen Monthly) 1.1 (1928): 17.
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addition, Japanese literature critic Kuriyagawa Hakuso’s 廚川白村 was also popular at the time. 
Hakuso believes that literary history follows certain pattern to evolve, and that Romanticism was 
the best solution after several rounds of evolution.93 Zhang was apparently influenced by Hakuso 
as he mentioned in his book that he read Hakuso. Also Zhang often mentioned Greek culture 
in his essays, believing that the inheritance of the Greek spirit was the reason French culture 
flourished. Most of them are collected in Yishusanjiayan 藝 術 三 家 言 (Words of Three Artists), 
that he co-authored with Zhu Yingpeng 朱應鵬 and Fu Yanchang 傅彥長 .94 They believed that 
they could accelerate the rebirth and rejuvenation of modern Chinese literature and culture by 
advocating the main essence of ancient Greek culture through their interpretation and translation.
Additionally Zhang proposed that Chinese writers should concentrate on certain types of 
writing, which should begin with observing French literature, in which he preferred urban writing 
as he believed narratives of urban life were rare among then available Chinese literature. At the 
same time he emphasized that the city was becoming the centre for the countryside and was the 
main space that inspired writers and artists to create their works. To him urban culture was the 
symbol of the posperity of modern Western culture, and so he urged his fellow writers to start 
writing about the city and imitating French writers.
Second, Zhang prompted his fellow writers to develop the writing the psychological world 
and the relationships between opposing ideas. Like writers who preceded him, Zhang emphasized 
the need to write about psychological activities which had been largely neglected in Chinese 
traditional narratives.95 He further pointed out Chinese writers could learn from French literature, 
such as the works of Gourment, Standhal and Maupassant, although they were not particularly 
well known for depicting female psychology. Furthermore he even considered himself an example. 
After reading these French literary works, he wrote stories about people’s psychological changes 
during relationships.96 
93　 Kuriyagawa Hakuso, “Wenyi de jinhua” 文藝的進化 [“The Evolution of Art and Literature”], trans., Zhu 
Xizu, Xin Qingnian 新青年 [New Youth ] 6.6 (1919.11): 34-37.
94　 Fu Yanchang 傅彥長 , Zhu Yingpeng 朱應鵬 and Zhang Ruogu, Yishu sanjiayan 藝術三家言 [Words of 
Three Artists] (Shanghai 上海 : Liangyou shujiu 良友書局 , 1927). 
95　 Chen Pingyuan 陳 平 原 notes, modern Chinese writers, especially those of the May Fourth generation, 
tended to emphasize that psychological narrative was the greatest merit of almost all Western novels. See 
Chen Pingyuan, Zhongguo xiaoshuo xushimoshi de zhuanbian 中國小說敘事模式的轉變 [The Transformation 
of Narrative Modes of Chinese Novels] (Beijing 北京 : Beijingdaxue chubanshe 北京大學出版社 , 2003), 123. 
96　 Zhang Ruogu, “Nuxingxinli de miaoxie” 女性心理的描寫 [“Narration of Female Psychology”], in Shiwunian 
xiezuo jingyan, 67.
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Third, Zhang referred to himself “a young man from the fin de siècle”. He considered himself 
part of the young generation that grew up after the “revolution,”97 like Jean Moréas, Theophile 
Gautier and other Parisian fin-de-siècle writers. Zhang not only preferred to introduce the works 
of these French writers in journals but also wrote about gatherings of his friends just like those 
French writers in Paris. However, it was the cultural connotations in their lifestyle, rather than 
their aesthetics, that Zhang really admired. Still he considered them to be avant-garde icons that 
could be used to freshen existing modern Chinese literature.
In many cases, semi-/post-colonial critiques, adaptations, and translations were produced by 
writers who hoped to circulate their works in order to enlighten and inspire local readers to refresh 
their ethnic national literature.98 The literatures that Zhang chose to promote ranged from ancient 
Greek literature to Theophile Gautier, from Romanticism to urban writings. Wu Fuhui 吳福輝 
believes that certain Shanghai writers at that time tended to introduce all types of foreign cultures 
to their readers merely as a sign of how avant-garde and open-minded they were,99 but what Zhang 
did was to bring in foreign literary works that differed from the mainstream of modern Chinese 
literature at the time, and that he believed were capable of subverting the tradition or questioning 
the canon. Along these lines Zhang attempted to weave his commentaries and criticisms of French 
literature and European culture into a central component of the national culture of modern China 
that he imagined.
Instead of considering Zhang Ruogu’s criticism as a misinterpretive of French literature or 
his reading of Western literature as a kind of cultural influence, through the methodological prism 
of transculturation, this paper suggests that Zhang’s criticism of French literature be viewed as a 
transcultural practice. Modern writers in Shanghai, including Zhang, situated their own works in a 
context of shifting global trends. Their ultimate goal was to make things new. 
97　 Zhang Ruogu, Cong Xiaoe dao Lu Xun 從囂俄到魯迅 [From Hugo to Lu Xun] (Shanghai 上海 : Xinshidai 
shuju 新時代書局 , 1931), 45.
98　Karen Laura Thornber, Empire of Texts in Motion: Chinese, Korean, and Taiwanese Transculturations of Japanese 
Literature, 87.
99　Wu Fuhui 吳福輝 , “Haipai wenxue yu xiandai meiti: xianfengzazhi, tongsuhuakan ji xiaobao” 海派文學與
現代媒體：先鋒雜誌、通俗畫刊及小報 [“Shanghai School Literature and Modern Media: Avant-garde 
Journals, Popular Magazines and Tabloids”], Siyuwen 思與文 [Philosophy and Literature], accessed February 
28,2015, http://www.chinese-thought.org/whyj/004532.htm.
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Conclusion
Zhang Ruogu was an active writer, translator, and literary critic in the 1930s Shanghai; in 
the mean time he was an aficionado of French literature and urban culture. He grew up under the 
influence of Shanghai’s cosmopolitan culture, the global cultural flow at the French Conscession. 
He read and translated French literature which inspired him to write his own works. By examining 
Zhang’s translation of fiction and criticism, as well as his own works and activities, this paper 
illustrates the rapid cultural exchange in the 1930s Shanghai, from which Zhang selected, 
construed, and borrowed materials from different cultures, in other words, transculturated the 
resources from foreign cultures and absorbed them into his own works. Zhang and his literary 
productions provide a good case for studying a unique facet of Chinese literary modernity and for 
observing how transculturation may alter Shanghai urban writers’ self-imagination and writings 
in the 1930s. Zhang was an avid advocate of Shanghai’s urban life and cosmopolitan culture. 
His works depicting his everyday life in the city shaped his image as an urbaniste, who voiced his 
opinions about urban literature in journals, promoted a lifestyle and presented his vision of culture 
and literature. His works show his ambition to incorportate the modern into his vision of national 
culture and literature. It is with this ambition that he attempted to mediate between the modern 
and the political through his manifold literary activities. ※
